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This conference, organized by Adrian Baddeley (University ofWestern Australia), Dietrich
Stoyan (TU Bergakademie Freiberg) arid Wolfgang Weil (Universität Karlsruhe), contin
ued a sequence of Oberwolfach conferences on stochastic geometry and related topics.
While the last conference in 1991 coneentrated on applieations in stereology, the em
phasis was this time on interrelations between stochastic geometry and spatial statisties.
The topies treated varied from purely theoretieal work in integral geometry to statisti
eal applications of spatial models to geological problems. The conference also showed
an increasing interest in geometrie models and tools from spatial statistics in physical
applications including the large-seale structure of the universe and statistieal physics.

The conference- had 43 partieipants. In view of this large number, the program \vas
divided into 11 sessions (workshops) on different areas. Each session started with a main
talk followed by a number of short communications. This schedule also left enough time
for discussions which were used extensively by the-participants. The title of the sessions
also reflect the variety of themes presented at the conference:

- Stochastic geometry and convexity
- Random sets .)
- Integral geometry
- Edge effects
- Tessellations
- (Applied) spatial statistics
- Shape theory
- Physieal applications
- Stereology
- Markov models and randorn fields
- Poisson processes and Boolean models

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and Mo
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft
lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten I(ollegen die Gelegenheit,
besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kenllenzulernen.
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Vortragsauszüge - Abstracts

R. V. AMBARTZUMIAN

Integral geometry of pregeodesics on 2-manifolds

A family of curves r on a two-dimensional manifold is called pregeodesic if the combina
torial behavior of the curves copies the well-known loeal behavior of the geodesics on a
surface. In the lecture a class of combinatorial valuations on r is defined. A valuation
depends on a function F(s) that maps pregeodesic segments into (-00,00). The main
question is, for which functions F(s) these valuations can be extended to signed Ineasures                                   
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on r? In the case the extension exists and is a nonnegative measure, the function F(s)
becomes ametrie for \vhich r is the family of geodesics. This observation connects the
topic with Hilbert's fourth problem posed for the family r. Nonnegativity of the extension
(if the Iatter exists) can be guaranteed by the requirement that the directional indicatrix
of F(s) is convex at each point of the manifold. A differential equation has been derived
yielding a necessary and sufficient condition for signed measure generation. The case
of circular directional indicatrix (pointwise isotropie F(s)) was studied in some detail.
Along with several uniqueness results, description of pregeodesic families in Euclidean
planar domains which admit geodesie interpr~tation with respect to a pointwise isotropie
Inetric has been obtained.

A. BADDELEY

Practical maximum pseudolikelihood Cor spatia! point patterns e
We describe a technique for computing approximate maximum pseudolikelihood estimates
of the parameters of a spatial point process. The method is an extension of Berman and
Turner 1s (1992) device for maximising the likelihoods of inhomogeneous spatial Poisson
processes. For a very \vide class of spatial point process models, the likelihood is in
tractable, \vhile the pseudolikelihood (Besag, 1975) is known explicitly, except for the
computation of an integral over the sampling region. Approximating this integral by a
finite surn yields an approximate pseudolikelihood which is formally equivalent to the like
lillood of a loglinear model with Poisson responses. This can be maximised using standard
statistical software for generalised linear or additive models, provided the conditional in
tensity of the process takes an 'exponential family' form. Using this approach we are ahle
to rapidly fit a wide variety of spatiaI point process models of Gibbs type, incorporating
spatiaI trends, interaction between points, dependence on spatial covariates, and mark
information.

Joint work with Ralf Turner.

V. BENES

Simulation of fibre processes

Discrete approximation of a fibre process on a fine grid is studied. Simulation by means
of a Markov vector chain is suggested. Existence of a process with prescribed length,
orientation and curvature distribution is discussed. Conditions for negligible overlappings
are looked for in a given model. e
eH. BUCHTA

The convex hull of random points - Recent developments

Let C be a convex body in lRd• Choose n points from C, independently and according
to the uniform distribution on C. Their convex hull Cn is a polytope contained in C. A
survey on some results of the last ten \years concerning the expected volume of Cn, the
expected number of vertices of Cn, or, more generally, the expected number of k-faces of
Cn (k = 0,1, ... , d - 1) is given. Special attention is paid to the asymptotic behaviour as
n tends to infinity.
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S. CHIU

Central limit theory for inhomogeneous birth-growth processes in }Rd

A Poisson point process W in d-dimensional Euclidean spaee and in time is used to
generate a birth-growth model: seeds are born randomly at locations Xi in }Rd at times
ti E [0, 00). Onee a seed is born, it begins to ereate a cell by growing radially in all
directions with speed v > O. Points of 'l1 eontained in such cells are discarded, i.e.
thinned. We study the asymptotie distribution of the number of seeds in a region, as the
volume of the region tends to infinity. When d = 1, we establish conditions under whieh
the evolution over time of the number of seeds in a region is appro~imated by a Wiener
process. When d ~ 1, we give conditions for asymptotie normality. Rates of convergences
are given in a11 cases.

N. CRESSIE

Statistical modeling and iilference in space (and time) "

The general spatial model involves a random proeess Y (.) indexed in a randorn ~~:t~D c IRd
.

Three eommon examples are Y

(i) Geostatistieal Models: D fixed, vol(D) > 0, Var(YC~.)) < 00 for a11 ~'E D, and
Cov(Y (~), Y (y)) specified; .

(ii) Lattice Models: D fixed, D at most countable and [Y(~i)1 {Y(~) : j i= i}r specified
for a11 i = 1,2, ... ; .,

(iii) Point Proeess: Drandom, D a sampIe point process observed in a bounded
window A C lid , .and intensities {An (~1J ... ,~n)} specified.

In practice, data: are observed with error. Attribute error oeeurs, when Z(.) isobserved
but one is still interested in predicting Y(.); e.g., ZC~) = Y(~) + eC~), where e(.) is addi
tive measurement error. Loeation error oeeurs when loeations {~h ... ,:!n} are observed at
{~h ... ,~n}; write ~i == ~i - ~i and assurne for example that f\l"'" ~n . are i.i.d.
uniform on a disc centered at 0 .

. -
Spatio-temporal models should ineorporate dynamie structure into the purely spatial

model. For example, spatio-temporal geostatistical models can be formulated that are au
toregressive in time with a spatially colored errar proeess; then a spatio-temporalKalm"an
filter can be developed.

e I. DRYDEN

Statistical shape analysis.

Shape analysis involves the geometrical study of objects where loeation, scale and ro
tation information ean be ignored. Typically an object can be represented by a set of
points called landmarks and we deseribe methods for the shape analysis of such points in
the presence of randomness. An example of a typical application might be to test for a
difference in mean shape in MR seans of Sehizophrenia patients and normal subjeets.

We deseribe some shape distances based on Procrustes methods, ,vhieh turn out to be
practica11y identical for fairly similar shapes. We eonsider same shape coordinates whieh
can be used for inferenee using multivariate normal models, providing shape variability is
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small. Different eoordinate ehoices lead to very similar inferenees, for small variability.
Shape models are described which lead to a likelihood based inferenee proeedure. In

particular, an isotropie offset normal model is proposed for the Schizophrenia data which
leads to a powerful test proeedure. It turns out that the Schizophrenia and control groups
are signifieantly different in mean shape. .

Methods for deseribing any shape differenees are required, and deformation methods
and transformation grids provide a useful tool.

Finally we deseribe some recent extensions for averaging images and for objeet reeog
nition.

T. ERHARDSSON

Compound Poisson approximation for the number of components of the un-A
covered set in the Johnson-Mehl model •

The one-dimensional Johnson-Mehl erystallization model, also called the linear birth
growth model, can be briefly described as follows. Let ~ be a Poisson point process on
IR x [0,00) with the intensity measure ex A, wbere eis the Lebesgue measure on lR and A
is any locally finite Borel measure on [0,00) sucb that A([O,oo)) > 0. Denote the points
uf € by {(Xi, Yi); i E N}, and let for each i E N an interval start to grow in IR from Xi with
eonstant speed in both direetions at time Yä. Tbe union of growing random intervals thus
generated wil~ cover any finite interval (0, L] c IR. after an a.s. finite random time.

We eonsider, for any z > 0, the uncovered set at time z, by which we mean the set
,vhieh does not yet at time z belong to the union of growing random intervals deseribed
above. Denote by S(z, L) the number 0/ components intersecting (O,L] ofthe uneovered set
at time z. The author (1996) gave an approximating Poisson distribution for .c(S(z, L)),
together with an explicit total variation distanee bound for the approximation error; the
prineipal tool used in the proof is the coupling version of the Stein-ehen method for
Poisson approximation. Under a mild assumption on A, the bound eonverges to 0 as
L ~ 00 and z -+ 00 in a proper fashion. However, the rate of convergenee ean in some
eases be very slow. A reasonable assumption is that this is caused by clumping of the
components of the uncovered set.

In this talk we will indieate how, instead, an approximating compound Poisson dis
tribution for .c(S(z, L)) can be found, together with an explicit total variation distanee
error bound. The proof relies on the fact that S(z, L) ean be interpreted as the number
of visits by a Markov chain to a "rare" set, and uses a variation on Stein's method foa
Markov chains developed by the author (in preparation). It will be shown that for man~j
choiees of A, the rate of convergence as L --+ 00 for this upper bound is considerably faster '~

than the rate of convergence for the Poisson approximation error upper bound deseribed
above; in the important example when A = )"l for some ),. > 0, tbe rate of convergenee is
O(~), as compared to O(IO~L) for tbe Poisson approximation error bound. A further
eonsequence of this is that the rate oJ convergence for the Poisson approximation error
bound is in such cases the correct rate of convergence for the error, and cannot be im-
proved upon.
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R. GILL

Edge effects and missing data

The talk surveys nonparametrie inferenee in missing data problems. The motivation is
that an "edge problem" in spatial statisties ean be thought of as a missing data problem,
allowing a rieh resouree of ideas, models and techniques to be brought into play. We
start by diseussing Kaplan and Meier's (1958) produet-limit estimator. We sketch early
derivations of its (astonishing) large sampIe properties. We show how produet-integration
and martingale theory (via tbe Duhamel equation) together lead to a more illuminating
derivation. We reevaluate the derivation of the estimator as NPMLE showing how an
NPMLE is nothing else than an (infinite dimensional) M-estimator, Le., the solution of a
colleetion of unbiased estimating equatioDs. This gives two important messages for spatial
statisties:
(1) an NPMLE cao be equally appropriate and equally analysable in the spatial statistics
context; and
(2) it also makes sense even when tbe "likelihood" in question is just a pseudo,; quasi, (or
whatever) likelihood.-~t:

Two examples (of KM) are given - estimation of the empty space function from a
windowed point process, and estimation of the line segment length distribution from a
windowed line segment process. We return then to the NPMLE in more generality, in tbe
context of nonparametric missing data problem under coarsening at random. We mention
the availability of the striking van der Laan identity also when the "likelihood'" is not the
data-generating probability density but a convenient pseudo, ... construct. This allows
another (better) solution to tbe windowed line-segment process problem discuss~d earlier.

L. HEINRICH

Random closed sets in ]Rd

This lecture presents a short overview about ciassical results of randorn sets theory corn
bined with reviewing some recent developments in "the asymptotic th~oryof rand6m closed
sets (RACS's). RACS's provide a powerful tool for modeling irregularly shaped and ran
domly scattered clumps in an Euclidean space lid . Although the origins of the theory
of RACS's can be traced back into the first half of tbe 20th century, the development
of the modern theory and statistics of RACS's (in LCS-spaces) began witb the appear
anee of D. G. Kendall's paper "Foundation of a Theory of Random Sets" in 1974 and
G. Matheron's monograph "Integral Geometry and Random Sets" in 1975.

First we discuss in some detail the basic notion of the "hitting (Choquet, capacity)
functional" Tz (.) of a RACS Z which is then' used to characterize weak convergence,
ergodicity and mixing and to express several numerical characteristics of a (stationary)
RACS.

Essential classes of RACS's are briefly considered; among them simple point processes,
manifold and flat processes, skeletons of random tessellations, germ-grain models, sam
pIe paths and excursion (level) sets of Gaussian random fields and diffusion processes.
Emphasis is put on some asymptotic results for normalized Minkowski sums and union
sets of randorn compact sets. Furtherrnore, we deal with germ-grain models with i.i.d.
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grains being independent of the germ process. We give conditions ensuring closedness of
this model, that is of the union of shifted grains and formulate quite simple conditions
ensuring ergodicity, mixing and tail triviality in terms oE the underlying germ process.
i\n estimate of the absolute regularity coefficient of the germ-grain model is presented.
Some asymptotic results on the behaviour of empirical volume fraction, covariance and
contact distribution as weIl as on minimum--contrast estimates for parameters of RACS's
complete this lecture.

H. HERMANN

Formation of random and partially ordered structures in solids during phase
transformation

The preparation of materials with well-defined twO-phase microstructures from the homO-_
geneous amorphous state is an actual topic in solid state physics and materials science.•
In most cases the physical properties are very sensitive to the details of the microstruc
ture, e.g. mean size and size distribution, volume fraction and geometrical arrangement of
crystallites. For the interpretation of experimental data on the microstructure and the UD

derstanding of the physical properties it is necessary to have available models for the time
evolution of the structural transformation and the final state of the generated microstruc
ture. Several types of germ-grain models are used to simulate transformation processes,
to calculate experimentally accessible structure parameters and to analyze experimental
data. It is shown that amorphous precipitates in bulk amorphous metallic alloys are, in
the final state of their evolution, distributed according to a hardcore structure. The pre
cipitates are created by nucleation and diffusion where tbe hardcore interaction is caused
by a spherical depletion zone around each precipitate.

D. HUG

The average number of normals of a convex body in Minkowski space

In 1944, Santal6 raised the question of determining bounds on tbe expected (average)
number of normals that -can be drawn fram a randorn point inside a convex body to its
boundary. Meanwhile, this problem has been treated in Euclidean spaces. We now inves
tigate the corresponding problem in the setting of Minkowski (relative) geometry. By a
Minkowski space we mean a finite dimensional affine space endowed with a norm which
is not Euclidean in general. In other words, we consider Rn with a strictly convex gauge
body B as the basic structuring element. e

Let KeRn be a convex body. AB-normal of K is any line X + Rb, where X E BK
and b lies in the intersection of Band a support plane H' of B which is parallel to and
similarly situated as a support plane H of K with x E H. Tbe number of B-normals of
K passing through a point p E K is denoted by nB(K,p). We assume that the randorn
point considered is uniformly distributed in K. Then tbe expected number of B-normals
of K passing through such a random point is giyen by

nB(K) = A(~) fK nB(K, p)dA(P) ,

if Adenotes any translation invariant Haar measure on Rn.
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Theorem Let K, B c Rn be convex bodies with nonempty interiors, 0 Eint B, and
assume that the support function hB 01 B is 0/ class (fl. Then

2 < n (K) < >'(K + DK) - 1
- B - >'(K) ,

where DK := K + (-K). The estimates are sharp. If n = 2, then it is sufficient to
assume that B is strictly convex.

The proofs use a eombination of arguments from convex geometry and some basie
geometrie measure theory. In particular, we introduce support measures in Minkowski
spaees.

J. HÜSLER

Peeling and the smallest parallelepiped

Let n independent random points be given with uniform distribution in the d-dimensional
unit eube [O,l]d. The smallest parallelepiped A whieh ineludes all the n ranQqm points
is analysed. We investigate the asymptotie behaviour of the volume of A as !l:tends to

.. 00. Using a point process approach, we derive also the asymptotic behaviour.~.of the kth
srnallest parallelepipeds A~k), k ~ 1, which are defined by iteration by deleting all the
boundary points Xi of A~k-l) and eonstructing the smallest parallelepiped whi~h includes
the remaining inner points of A~k-l) where An = A~l). We derive an explieit asymptotie
law für the volumes of A~k). In addition we deal with eases where the Xi are not uniformly
distributed in the unit cube and derive more general limit results.

M. KIDERLEN

Blaschke means of sections of stationary random sets and particle processes

Consider the mean normal measure S(X,.) of a stationary randorn set X in the extended
convex ring in d-space. S(X,.) is a Borel ineasure on the unit sphere Sd-l and can be
seen as a loeal version of the surface area density. The stereological question is"discussed,
whether S(X, .) is determined by lower dimensional sections of X.

In the design based approach X is intersected with a randorn isotropie subspaee <:,
independent of X. The mean normal measure of X n ( is defined on the unit sphere
Sd-l n ( in (. If this measure is eonsidered as a measure on Sd-t, then, in general, the
average (with respeet to () does not determine S(X,.) uniquely. To remedy this situation,
a geometrically motivated spherieallifting operator is applied to the rnean normal measure
of the randorn section before averaging. Then, the resulting average determines S(X, .),
if ( is at least of dimension two.

The results earry over to stationary processes of particles in the convex ring.

K. KIEU

Precision of systematic counts

Counting points or particles in spaee requires sampling, espeeially when the population of
interest is large. Sampling designs based on quadrats, slices or bricks are commonly used
in microscopy. Uniform sampling provides unbiased estimators. When the particles are
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Bot small compared to the sampling unit size, unbiased rules as described by Gundersen
(1977), Howard et a1. (1985) and Sterio (1984) should be used.

When sampling units are systematically distributed, one can assess the sampling preci
sion by using the so-called transitive methods first described by Matheron (1965). These
methods are quite general and can be applied to many types of systematie measurements.

In Kieu et al. (1998), a speeifie method for systematie counts has been developed. In
particular, this method prediets sampling precision taking into account both the number of
Gampling units and the sampling unit size. A key point of this approach is the assumption
that the interpoint distribution is smooth.

The method is mainly for one-dimensional sampling (i.e. the loeation of a s~m

pling unit is determined by a one-dimensional parameter). It ean be applied to multi
dimensional sampling when the sampling design is buHt by nesting one-dimensional sam-
piing designs. e
eH. LANTUEJOUL

Conditional simulation of a Poisson point process

Let P be a d-dimensional Poisson point process, and let A be a hounded, open and eon
nected subset of IRd , which is the union of popen suhsets Al, ... ,Ap • How ean we produce
realizations of P in A, such that each domain Ai contains a prespecified number of points
ni? In spite of its simple formulation, this problem is by no means trivial. The p subsets
may give rise to 2P intersections; their individual volumes are not necessarily explicitly
known. Even for small p, standard procedures, such as the rejection technique, may fail
in praetice.

In this talk, \ve present a simulation algorithm inspired by genetic optimization tech
niques (Goldberg, 1978). It consists of building a Markov sequence of point processes,
the ergodie distribution of which is precisely the conditional distribution required. The
practical setup of this algorithrn includes its initialization, the design of its transition ker- .
nel, as weIl as the study of its rate of eonvergence. Following Propp and Wilson (1996),
this algorithm can be made exact, or at least perfect in the sense of Kendall (1996). The
compatibility test of the conditions (for any i = 1, ... ,p, Ai contains nj points exactly),
which is crueial in practice, is also investigated in depth.

More generally, Poisson point proeesses constitute the basic ingredient for various
models for random sets and randorn functions encountered in stochastic geometry (Poisson
or Voronoi tessellations, certain types of self sirnilar randorn functions...). The genetica
algorithm considered above can be adapted to carry out conditional simulations of thes~'
models. Many examples will be given.

G. LAST

Stationary flows and an inversion formula for Palm probabilities

We consider a surface process <I> tessellating tbe space IRd into cells together with a randorn
velocity field u = {u{x) : x E ]Rd} that is smooth on each cell hut may jump on the
boundary <1>. The pair (<1>, u) is (jointly) stationary and u is divergence-free on each
cello We prove and discuss a forrnula expressing the stationary expectation of a randorn
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variable in terms of the Palm probability p~ of the surface measure associated with eil.
This formula involves the ßow Q having tbe velocity field u and generalizes a well-known
classical result for d = 1. As an application we use p~ to formulate necessary and sufficient
conditions for the ßow Q' to be volume-preserving.

T. M. LIEBLING

On power diagrams, ceramies and hour glasses

Power diagrams and their dual triangulations can be tracked back at least as far as
to Descartes, who used them to study stellar arrangements. They are generalizations
of Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay triangulations, which have been rediscovered time
and again reftecting tbe fact that they arise quite naturally when modelling all kinds
of spatial situations aod processes. In this talk we will survey interdisciplinary research
carried out at EPFL over the past years, demonstrating the usefulness of two and three
dimensional power diagrarns in efficient simulation model building. We will illustrate their
crucial role in polycrystal growth simulation aod distinct element simulation of. granular
media evolution. In the case of polycrystal growth simulations, their mathematically
proven adaptability to (a large proportion of) convex space partitions made large seale
succinct and realistic modelling of evolving spatial tessellations possible, thus for the first
time realistically reproducing 3d normal grain growth on a large seale. In the. distinet
element modelling of granular media it accelerated eollision detection between grains
from O(n2 ) to O(n), where n is the number of grains. It was possible to perform very
large seale simulations that satisfactorily match experimental observations on convection,
segregation, penetration and avalanches to the exte.nt that they are available. .

Based on work with A. M,Oeellin (Nancy) and H. TeIley, F. Righetti, X. Xue and D.
Müller (Lausanne).

M.-C. VAN LIESHOUT

Markov random sets
.....
."~> ,.

In this talk I will survey Markov random sets. These form a dass of random sets that
are interesting, both in their own right and as prior distributions in a wide variety cf
applieations.

Particular attention will be given to size-biased Markov random sets, generalising
Sivakumar & Goutsias's morpbologieally constrained lattice models. We iodieate how
granulometries may be useful in analysing binary images, and define a suitable size dis
tribution function as a tool in exploratory data analysis. A new Hanisch-style estimator
is suggested to estimate this size distribution funetion aud used to construct Markov ran
dom set models which favour certain sizes above others. Applieations aod examples on
real aod simulated data sets are included.

S. MASE

Intensities of hard core Gibbs processes and the closed packing density

Intensities of hard eore Gibbs proeesses as functions of the activity z are studied. We
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show that intensities can attain the elosest packing density as Z --)- 00. Both Ioeal and
global hard eore processes are consiclered.

Also it is shown that the intensity is an increasing funetion of z exeept at those z
\vhere the phase transition oeeurs.

.1. MECKE

Typical cell and O-cell

'There are treated variations on the subject, "the O-eell in a stationary randorn tessellation
is in a sense larger than the typieal eep" .

It is well-known that the mean volume of the O-cell in a stationary randorn tessellation
in the d-dimensional Euclidean space (d = 1,2, ...) is not smaller than the mean volume
of the typical cello It can be shown that a corresponding result is true for all moments. _

A stronger result, a stochastic order relation for the distributions oE the volumes ofW
the typical cell and the O-cell is derived. By a suitable interpretation, it is possible to say
that almost surely the volume of the typieal cell is not greater than the volume of the
O-eell.

In the case of hyperplane tessellations, it is even true that a random polytope with
the distribution of the typical cell can be imbedded as a subset in the O-cell.

K. MECKE

Morphological extensions of the contact di~tributionfunction

The morphologieal characterization of complex spatial patterns is becoming more and
more important in Statistical Physics. We propose a method for the deseription of spatial
patterns formed by a coverage of point sets, where each point is decorated by a sphere of
radius T. The method is based on the complete family of Minkowski functionals MIJ{r}
(v = 0, ... ,d), which includes the topological Euler characteristic and geometrie descrip-
tors to specify the content) shape and eonnectivity of spatial sets as functions of the
radius r. Calculating the Minkowski functionals for a given covering we obtain a quanti
tative characterization of the scale-dependent morphology of the underlying spatial point
process, whieh generalizes the spherical contact probability Hs(r) = Mo(r}. Many appli
cations of these morphological measures are possible in Statistical Physies, for instance,
estimating the pereolation threshold in porous media, describing the scaling behavior dur-
ing spinodal deeomposition kinetics, and defining order-parameters for dissipative strue
tures such as Thring patterns in chemical reaction-diffusion systems. We illustrate th~
descriptive power of the functions MJJ(r), in particular of tbe Euler-Characteristic Md(r)
by estimating them for three point patterns: the distribution of holes in thin polymer
films, of particles in fluid systems, and of galaxies in the universe.

T. NORBERG

Particular application and modelling geological structures with Markov ran
dom fields

A dass of Markov random fields is introduced in whieh it is possible to write the en-
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~ = arg min \l1A(XA)'
11' .

An example of how this program is carried out in a geologieal setting is given. AIs'o the
maximum aposteriori predictor XB of XB is calculated.

The Ising model with no external field fits weIl into this eanonical energy framework.
It suggests the following canonieal minimum energy estimator of the inverse temperature
ß in the ease of a eomplete observation x:

ergy function W in a canonical way as the mean of the negative log likelihood of, say
k = 1,2, ...,' Markov chains. (Recall that tbe probability p(x) of a configuration x E Sv
is proportional to exp (-'l1(x». Tbe actual value of k depends on the site space V, which
typically is a rectangular section of Z2 or a cubic section of Z3, but need not bei S denotes
the state space, which is finite.) Then \l1 has an interpretation \l1 A, which is defined for a
part XA of the whole eonfiguration x = XAXB (XB being tbe unknown part; Au B = V,
AnB = 0). This opens up the possibility for finding the energy function ~ that minimises
WA(XA):

-. 1 e(x)
ß = 2k log d(x) .

Here e(x) and d(x) denote the number of neighbour pairs that are equal and unequal,
respeetively.

v. K. OGANIAN

Parametrie versions of Hilbert's fourth problem

Let H be the elass of sufficiently smooth metries defined in the Euelidean plane, for which
the geodesies are the usual Euelidean lines. The general problem is to describe aB metries
from H whieh at aU points possess the length indicatrix from a prescribed parametrie
class of eonvex figures. As a tool, a differential equation is proposed derived from the
"triangular deficit principle" formulated in an earHer paper of R. V. Ambartz...t!mian. We
demonstrate that for the case where the length indieatrix is segmental this equation leads
to a complete solution. There is a partial result stating that in the case of Riemann
metries the orientation of the ellipses should neeessarily be a harmonie.. We also prove
that in the elass H there exist Riemannian metries that are not translation invariant.

J. RATAJ

Curvatures of ftat sections

Given a set X of positive reach in a Euelidean spaee, the (generalised) eurvature measures
ean be introdueed as integrals over the unit normal bundle of the symmetrie funetions
of principal curvatures of given order, see Zähle (1986). Under a mild technical assump
tion, translative and kinematic formulae for the curvature measures of Rat sections of X
ean again be expressed by means of integrals over the unit normal bundle of X (Rataj,
1997). As a consequence, we obtain expressions for the symmetrie functions of principal
curvatures of the Bat seetions. The formulae mentioned are illustrated on the example of
planar sections of a spatial body.
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K. RITTER

Adaptive sampling for integration of random functions

vVe discuss integration of Gaussian randorn funetions Y(t), t E [0, l]d, with inhomogeneous
loeal smoothness. A single realization may be observed at a finite number of sampling
points t I , ... , t n E [0, l]d, and the eorreet loeal smoothness is unknown. Errors are defined
in quadratie mean sense.

In the univariate ease, d = 1, we present adaptive (sequential) sampling designs that
lead to asymptotically optimal predietors for fd Y(t)dt. On the other hand any nonadap
tive design will fai!.

Joint \vork \vith T. Müller-Gronbaeh, FU Berlin.

M. SCHLATHER

What is a random Voronoi tessellation? A further definition

Let S be a a-compact metrizable space and lR be the extended real axis, i.e., iR
IR U {-(X), oo}. The following construction principle of a deterministic tessellation in S
is eonsidered: Given a set of upper semi-continuous functions {lI, 12, ...} with values
in IR, a eell correspgnding to Ij, j = 1, 2, ... , consists of all the points x E S \vhere
fj(x) = inf{/I (x), 12(X), .. .}. This is a generalization of the construction of the Voronoi
tessellation, where fj (y) = IIY - x j 11 for a giyen set of points {x 1, X2, .•. }. The dead leaves
model as weIl as many variations of the Voronoi tessellation (e.g. the Johnson-Mehl
tessellation and the tessellation corresponding to the postmen-problem) follow also this
construction principle.

In order to define a random Voronoi tessellation in a wide sense, the upper semi
eontinuous functions are identified with the boundary of their hypographs, an element of
CL(S x iR). Here CL(.) denotes the space of closed sets provided with the Fell topology.
Let Y be the elosure of the set of upper semi-continuous functions in CL(S x IR). Then
a Voronoi tessellation v (in a wide sense) can be defined as a mapping from CL(Y) in
CL(CL(S)) by v(ep) = clos (U/ElJ'{x E S· : In inf(ep) n ({x} x lR) =I 0}). Here inf(ep) =
ß(n/ECP { (x, y) E S x iR : there exists z 2:: Y with (x,· z) E f}). Ir tI> is a randorn variable
with values in CL(Y), then v(tI» is a randorn Voronoi tessellation.

V. SCHMIDT

Series expansion for functionals of spatial point processes _

An expansion teehnique is discussed for the mean value of a dass of functionals of a spatial
marked point proeess with respeet to its faetorial moment measures. This eomplements
previous studies for point processes on the real line, by extending the results to point
processes on a general Polish space. The rnethod is applied in order to derive asyrnptotic
expansions for characteristics of the Boolean model. Differentiability properties of Poisson
driven functionals are also diseussed.
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M. SCHMITT

DigitizatioD and connectivity

Consider a closed set X in the n-dimensional space. We digitize it on the square lattice
\vith spacing 1/2n

. We investigate the links between the connectivity of X and the
connectivity of its digitized versions. We show that:

• the good digitization procedure is to approximate X by the union of all the squares
of the lattice it hits.

• for the topological connectivity (X cannot be decomposed into two non empty
disjoint closed sets) and the geodesic connectivity \vith bounded diameter (X is
connected and bounded for its geodesie distanee) the digitization scheme works
nicely. X is conneeted if and only if all its digitized versions are eonnected. This
result is not true for the are eonnectivity (two points are linked by a path).

• if X is simply eonneeted (X and Xc eonneeted), all its digitized sets may be not
simply conneeted. However the sequence of simply connected digitized:tsets obtained
by filling their holes also converges to X. ",{.

• the set of topologically connected sets is closed in the set of compact nOJ}.empty sets,
hence measurable for the hit-or-miss sigma algebra. In other words, the probability
that a random closed compaet set is connected makes sense.

R. SCHNEIDER

Flat processes and convexity

With a randorn process of geometrie objects (e.g. Bats, surfaces, convex particles) one
can sometimes associate a certain auxiliary convex body and then use results from con
vex geometry to solve uniqueness or extremum problems for the original process. This
ttmethod of associated zonoids", invented by Matheron and later extended mainly by
J. A. Wieacker, is illustrated with some examples for stationary Poisson processes of
r-dimensional flats in Euelidean n-space. The limitations of the method are also demon
strated, by mentioning closely related results that require different methods. The .new
results concern, for example, the unique determination of a stationary Poisson hyper
plane proeess by the order-k intersection densities of its intersection proeesses with r
dimensional subspaees, extremal problems for r-flat processes hitting a convex test body
of given size, and a duality for Poisson flats interchanging two parameters that measure
how elose the ßats corne together in the mean.

M. STEIN

Estimating the large-scale structure of the universe through quasar absorp
tion lines

Absorption lines in quasar speetra allow for the detection of distant galaxies that are on
the line of sight between the Earth and aquasar. We apply edge-eorreeted methods for
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estimating the second moment structure of a stationary point process to an extensive new
catalog of galaxies detected from quasar absorption spectra. We find a sharp transition
in the correlation structure of the galaxy locations at around 20 Mpc/h.

D. STOYAN

Tessellations and Gibbs processes

In order to give a basis for:J), discussion session the following problems were presented.
1) Mean value formulae for Voronoi tessellations with respect to non- homogeneaus

Poisson processes. In particular, cell volume and cord length were discussed.
2) A new model of a process of forming cracks on surfaces. It is based on the Poisson

Voronoi tessellation and produces random subsets of the system of edges of this tessella
tion. For the edge length density at time t an explicit formula was given.

·3) Application of non-homogeneous Gibbs processes for modelling tree stands in
forests. The relationships between short aod lang range variability parameters were par
ticu]arly considered.

E. VAN ZWET

Statistics of windowed line-segment processes

We investigate the estimation of the distribution of the length of fractures in a rock sur
face. The censoring due to vegetation, soH and water is very irregular so that the area
where we ohserve the cracks is not convex. This means that we might observe several
pieces of a single crack. Because it is difficult at best to assess if two pieces belong to the
same craek, we simplify by pretcnding that all observed pieces are independent. In this
simpler model we find the non parametrie maximum likelihoad estimator of the length
distribution. We then show that the estimator retains its consistency if we use the real,
dependent, data.

E. B. VEDEL JENSEN

Local stereology

During the last 15 years a new branch of stereology has be~n developed, called Iocal stere-
ology. The objectives are still the same, namely inference about parameters like volume
and surfaee area, hut the sampling designs are of a new type. They are designed for the
analysis of a spatial structure which can be regarded as a neighbourhood of a point, called _
the reference point. Local sampling designs are based on sections through this reference •
point. The model example is the case, where the spatial structure is a biological cell which
can be regarded as a neighbourhood of its nucleus or nucleolus.

In the lecture, a review of this field is given. Two new research projeets in Iocal
stereology are also discussed. The first one eoncerns the varianees 0/ iDeal stereological
estimators. It is pointed out that there are close connections between Ioeal stereology
and geometrie tomography. Results from tbe latter field are useful in the study of when
Ioeal stereologieal estimators are exaet. The second research projeet eoncerns particle size
distributions. It is discussed how local stereology ean increase the efficiency of estimators
of particle size.
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R. VITALE

Gaussian processes and convexity

For a number of years, connections between Gaussian processes and the theory of convex
bodies have been intensively studied. In this vein, I described a link involving the Wills
functional used in lattice point enumeration, which leads to stochastic bounds of deviation
type. I further described the use of stochastic methods for extending the definition of
intrinsic valumes to infinite dimensions and a tightened rnean isoperimetrie inequality for
a elass of randorn planar convex bodies.

R. WAAGEPETERSEN

Simulated tempering and simulation of the hard core point process

Simulation of a highly packed Poisson hard core process is difficult since usual Marko\'
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) teehniques based on single point updates typically get stuck
in the first highly packed point pattern reached by the algorithm. It is demonstrated
how the MCMC technique of simulated ternpering cao be applied to obtain a fast mixing
simulation algorithm.

w. WEIL

Densities of mixed volumes for Boolean models

It is a well-known fact that the quermass densities Vj(X) of a stationary and isotropie
Boolean model X with convex grains in IRd determine the intensity , of the underlying
Poisson partiele process Y uniquely. This is no longer true in the non-isotropie ease
since then the formulae for Vj (X) involve mean values of Y for mixed functionals from
Translative Integral Geometry. Therefore, densities V(X [j], K [d - j]) of mixed volumes
of X with arbitrary convex bodies Kare considered and expressed in terms of , and
certain mean values of Y. In dimensions d = 2,3,4, these densities of mixed volumes
determine " whereas the case d ~ 5 remains open.

Extensions to non-stationary Boolean models are also considered.

R. J. WILSON

Estimation methods for random set models

A major problem in fitting random set models to image data is the disparity between the
model derivation and the mechanism which gave rise to the image. For example, mineral
textures may be modelled using the Boolean model but the formation of the texture is
different to and more complex than the construction of the model. Thus, the fitted model
is simply a means of representing the observed image and does not have an interpretation
beyond that. As a consequence, care needs to be taken in both fitting and interpreting
randorn set models:

(a) A particular image may not have properties which are consistent with a given class
of models - the inconsistencies may be quite subtle.

(b) The appropriate fitting criteria for a given model may lead to fitted models whose
properties do not match the important properties of the image, although the model, with
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different parameter estimates, may match these properties weIl enough.
In this presentation, various estimation methods and the properties of the resulting

estimators will he presented. The limitations of these methods when applied to real data
will be discussed. Particular reference will be made to estimation methods for models
based upon excursion sets of random fields.

S. ZUYEV

Variational analysis of functionals of a Poisson process

Let F be a functional of a Poisson process whose distribution is determined by the intensity
measure J.L. Considering the expectation EJ'F as a function on the CODe MI of positive finite
measures J.L, we derive closed form expressions for the Frechet derivatives of all orders that
generalise the perturbation analysis formulae for Poisson processes. Variational methods e
developed for the space M allow us to obtain first and second-order sufficient conditions
for different types of constrained optimisation problems for E#JF. We study in detail
optimisation in the class of measures with a fixed total mass a and develop a technique
that often allows us to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the optimal intensity measure
in the high intensity settings when agrows to infinity. We give applicatioDs of our methods
to design of experiments, spline approximation of convex functions) optimal placement of
stations in telecommunication studies and others. We scetch possible numerical algorithms
of the steepest descend type based on the obtained explicit form of the gradient.

Berichterstatter: M. Kiderlen
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